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ABSTRACT
Internet censorship is pervasive across the world. However, in some
countries like China, even legal, nonpolitical services (e.g., Google
Scholar) are incidentally blocked by extreme censorship machinery.
Therefore, properly accessing legal Internet services under extreme
censorship becomes a critical problem. In this paper, we conduct a
case study on how scholars from a major university of China access
Google Scholar through a variety of middleware. We characterize
the common solutions (including VPN, Tor, and Shadowsocks) by
measuring and analyzing their performance, overhead, and robustness to censorship. Guided by the study, we deploy a novel solution (called ScholarCloud) to help Chinese scholars access Google
Scholar with high performance, ease of use, and low overhead. This
work provides an insider’s view of China’s Internet censorship and
offers a legal avenue for coexistence with censorship.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet censorship, despite being highly controversial, is pervasive
across the world mainly for political reasons. Some countries such as
China, Iran, Russia, and Thailand wield extreme Internet censorship
that even block legal, nonpolitical Internet services [1, 4, 20, 44], e.g.,
Google Scholar. In these countries, easily accessing legal Internet
services under extreme censorship becomes a critical problem.
As one of the largest research and education communities in
the world, China’s scholars unfortunately cannot access Google
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Scholar—the world’s largest academic search engine. This creates
enormous obstacles to their academic activities. Google Scholar is
blocked by China’s national-scale censorship firewall, known as
the Great Firewall (GFW), as it is under the google.com domain.1
Over the past decade, the GFW has become the most extensive and
advanced Internet surveillance and control system in the world,
adopting methods including IP blocking, DNS poisoning, URL filtering, packet filtering based on deep packet identification (DPI) and
active probing [1–3, 8, 12, 17, 18, 26, 36, 41, 45, 48, 49, 51, 53, 54].
Unfortunately, Google Scholar is incidentally blocked in China:
in fact, Google Scholar is principally considered a legal service
by the relevant governmental regulators of China [30, 43, 46] but
suffers from collateral damage of the GFW. The GFW is only responsible for technical blocking in China’s complex Internet censorship
system; non-technical policy and regulation are operated by government agencies, mainly including MIIT, TCA, MPS, and MSS (§2
explains the organizational structures of China’s Internet censorship ecosystem in detail). The contradictory blocking of Google
Scholar (and other ostensibly legal online services) stems from a
critical fact that has been neglected in literature: the behavior of
the GFW is not always consistent with the policies of the Chinese
government (and both evolve over time).
To understand the above issue, we conduct a case study on how
scholars (including 371 faculty members and students) at Tsinghua
University, one of the top academic institutions in China, bypass
the GFW to access Google Scholar through a variety of middleware.
Interestingly, despite Google Scholar being blocked by the GFW, 26%
of scholars in our survey are able to regularly bypass the GFW to
access Google Scholar. We study the common bypass solutions: VPN
(including both native VPN and OpenVPN), Tor, and Shadowsocks,
by measuring their performance, overhead, and robustness against
censorship. Our major findings are summarized as follows:
• Native VPN based on layer-2 tunneling protocols (PPTP and
L2TP) is supported by most OSes. Our measurements show that
it is currently robust to the GFW with a low packet loss rate
(0.21% in average).2 Unfortunately, since it forwards all traffic
to remote VPN servers outside China, it significantly increases
1 Internet

services under the Google domain have been blocked in China since 2010,
including Search, Gmail, Maps, Docs, Drive, Google+, Sites, and Picasa [14].
2 The GFW’s censorship towards VPNs has changed significantly over the years. During
2012–2015, VPNs were extensively blocked by the GFW [33, 34]. Starting from 2015,
registered VPN services have become legal and pervasive in China [5, 13]. In contrast,
unregistered VPN services are considered illegal and many of them have been shut
down by the government agencies [42].

access latency to domestic Internet services. Hence, users have to
frequently and manually reconfigure their network connections.
• OpenVPN implements both layer-2 and layer-3 VPN tunnels with
multiple customizations for security and resilience (e.g., traffic
redirection). Its performance is similar to that of native VPN
when accessing Google Scholar. However, OpenVPN requires
users to install extra client software and go through complicated
configurations, considerably decreasing its usability.
• Tor requires the installation of a Tor client which directs browser
traffic through a free, volunteer network of relays and bridges.
Consequently, we find that it suffers from large client-side overhead and the longest first-time page load time (PLT) between 13
and 20 sec (= seconds). Still worse, even when using the latest
meek obfuscation protocol, Tor is severely censored by the GFW,
indicated by the high packet loss rate (4.4% in average).
• Shadowsocks [9] sets up an encrypted connection between a
local proxy client and a remote proxy server on top of the layer-4
TLS protocol. The project was banned in China in 2015, but the
software has been widely spread since 2012. We find Shadowsocks suffers from the longest average PLT (3.7 sec) because it
imposes an extra TCP connection for user/password authentication into each HTTP session. We also find that it is vulnerable
to the GFW [6, 7], with an average packet loss rate of 0.77%.
Our study shows that none of the common solutions have provided satisfactory user experiences for accessing Google Scholar.
Note that most scholar users do not have a background of computer
science or engineering; it is unrealistic to expect these users to manage advanced software setups and configurations. To effectively
help scholars in China access Google Scholar, we deploy a novel
solution, ScholarCloud, with high performance, ease of use, and
low overhead. This is achieved by the following endeavors:
• ScholarCloud uses a split-proxy architecture that encapsulates complicated proxy configuration and software installation
(required by OpenVPN and Shadowsocks) into an easy-to-use
domestic proxy.
• We implement message blinding that obfuscates the encrypted
messages by encoding them into formats that are not recognized
by the GFW. This achieves a low packet loss rate (0.22% in average) and short PLT (1.3 sec in average).
• We focus on helping users access legal services that are incidentally blocked by the GFW. Therefore, we have legalized ScholarCloud through registration at government agencies with a visible whilelist of services.
We describe the ScholarCloud system in more detail in §3. It was
launched in Jan. 2016 and has served more than 2000 users, with
700 users online every day at present. The service can be accessed
via http://scholar.thucloud.com. The system is hosted on top of two
regular VM (virtual machine) servers; its daily operational cost is
merely 2.2 USD. This work provides an insider’s view of China’s
Internet censorship (§2), which is mostly missed or even misunderstood in prior work. Most importantly, ScholarCloud offers a legal
avenue for accessing Internet content under extreme censorship.
Despite its limitations (§6), it is currently the most practical and
sustainable solution built inside the wall.
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Figure 1: The bilateral ecosystem of China’s Internet censorship: the GFW for technical blocking and the relevant government agencies for non-technical regulation.
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INTERNET CENSORSHIP IN CHINA

China’s Internet censorship ecosystem is bilateral—it consists of the
GFW for technical blocking and the relevant government agencies
for non-technical regulation. To the best of our knowledge, these
two components do not operate synchronously; inconsistencies are
often observed (e.g., whether or not to prohibit access to Google
Scholar). Figure 1 depicts the relationship between the two components. Most of the prior work studies the GFW in terms of its
censorship techniques; however, little correctly understand the government agencies and their regulation polices. This section focuses
on their organizational structure and respective roles.
At present, there are mainly four government agencies collaboratively regulating public Internet services in China: the Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), the Ministry of
Public Security (MPS), the Ministry of State Security (MSS), and the
Telecommunication Administration (TCA) agencies located in each
city [11, 37, 38]. Specifically, any organization or company who
attempts to deliver digital content across the Internet in China is
termed an Internet Content Provider (ICP), such as Alibaba, Baidu,
and Tencent. Any ICP who intends to provide public services is
required to register the service at the TCA agencies in the corresponding city. MIIT is responsible for formulating legislation,
guiding the TCA agencies, and maintaining a centralized database
of registered ICPs, hosted at http://www.miitbeian.gov.cn.
Registration is a manual process. It involves recording and subsequently verifying the ICP’s service name, service type, domain
name, responsible person, and other critical information (which
typically takes weeks to months) [38–40]. If a registered ICP is considered illegal (providing illegal Internet services), the MPS and MSS
are responsible for quickly shutting down the service by blocking
the domain name and even arresting the responsible person.
Different from the GFW’s aggressive technical blocking, MPS and
MSS adopt a relatively conservative approach to regulating Internet
services (i.e., they usually block an Internet service after extensive
investigation and evidence collection). This is partially because nontechnical regulations are difficult to automate and thus take time to
apply in practice. For example, many ICPs that provide VPN services
do not register at the TCA agencies. Although in theory the MPS
and MSS have the right to shut down any Internet services provided
by an unregistered ICP, detecting, identifying, and localizing them
is not an easy job given the open and distributed nature of the

Internet. In reality, a number of transnational corporations have
their branches in China and they often provide unregistered VPN
services to their employees [35]. In this case, if the MPS or MSS
were to simply block all VPN services, this would create disputes
and hinder economic development [1].
In this work, we demonstrate using ScholarCloud that it is possible and feasible to provide high-performance, usable services to
access legal Internet content, even under extreme censorship. On
one hand, the service needs to bypass the technical blocking of the
GFW; on the other hand, the service has to adhere to the policies
and regulations enforced by government agencies.
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THE SCHOLARCLOUD SYSTEM

ScholarCloud provides a platform to help Chinese scholars access legal Internet services incidentally blocked by the GFW. It
is designed for scholar users who may not have a technical background, and does not require any software installation. ScholarCloud works transparently to its users—they only need to configure
their browsers using a proxy auto-config (PAC [32]) file generated
by our system. All of the underlying connection tunneling is then
automatically handled and the users do not even notice the existence of our system. The PAC file only diverts traffic for a small
whitelist of legal (but incidentally blocked) domains to our proxy;
all other traffic is routed to the Internet normally. Figure 2 illustrates
the architectural difference between ScholarCloud and four other
solutions. ScholarCloud achieves high performance and usability,
as well as low overhead by the following main endeavors.
Split-proxy architecture and configuration automation. Our
ScholarCloud system adopts a split-proxy architecture—a domestic proxy located inside China and a remote proxy outside China.
This design is inspired by Shadowsocks which also has a dualproxy architecture. However, Shadowsocks places a local proxy
on every client device (which requires software installation and
extensive configuration). In contrast, ScholarCloud encapsulates
the per-client proxies into a logically centralized, domestic proxy
server that automates the vast majority of configuration. Users
simply need to change one setting in their browser to use a PAC
file supplied by ScholarCloud to begin using the service.
Message blinding. ScholarCloud aims to bypass the GFW in
a robust and efficient way. Prior work has shown that the GFW
is able to identify and block traffic using well-known encryption
and obfuscation schemes (e.g., HTTPS, AES, and meek) [6, 45].
To address this issue, ScholarCloud blinds the messages between
the domestic proxy and the remote proxy by adopting a custom
encoding approach which is confidential and not recognized by
the GFW. There are a number of encoding approaches that can
potentially meet our requirements [16, 27]. In our experiments, we
notice that even using a simple but non-public algorithm like byte
mapping (f : [0, 28 ) → [0, 28 )) can successfully blind the encrypted
messages from the GFW’s inspection, thus bypassing the GFW.
Therefore, by making the encrypted messages blind to the GFW,
we give our system high resistance to the Internet censorship.
Since we control both the domestic and remote proxy, we can
change our blinding mechanism at any time without impacting
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Figure 2: Architectural overview of the studied solutions.

users. This gives ScholarCloud the ability to adapt to GFW’s reactions to our blinding scheme, i.e., we are agile against future
changes in the GFW. In contrast, Tor cannot easily do this because
it would require many independent relays to upgrade; similarly,
Shadowsocks can only adapt if users upgrade their client software.
Data security and privacy. During the three phases in Figure 2(e)
(i.e., User ↔ Domestic Proxy, Domestic Proxy ↔ Remote Proxy,
and Remote Proxy ↔ Target Web Server), if a message is already
encrypted with HTTPS (by the user’s browser and the target web
server), ScholarCloud will not encrypt it again; otherwise, ScholarCloud creates an encrypted tunnel between the domestic and remote proxy using HTTPS. Note that there is a potential privacy
risk when using ScholarCloud, as it can observe the content of unencrypted packets. However, this risk also exists with VPN services,
Tor exit nodes, and Shadowsocks proxies; ScholarCloud does not
increase the privacy risks to users.
Service legalization. We focus on helping users access legal services that are incidentally blocked by the GFW. Therefore, we have
legalized ScholarCloud by registering it with the relevant government agencies (with China’s ICP Reg. #15063437). Specifically, besides providing a series of information about our service (as mentioned in §2), we start a company as the business entity of our
ScholarCloud service and register at the responsible TCA agency.
The registration requires the following documents: (1) biometric
document of the legal representative of the company; (2) documentation of the ScholarCloud service with text, screenshots, and
real-world usage videos, as well as a workable user guide.
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Figure 3: Distribution of methods for accessing Google
Scholar adopted by scholars in Tsinghua University.

In addition, ScholarCloud only redirects those user traffic corresponding to a visible whitelist of legal services (that are incidentally
blocked). Only when a service (domain) appears in the whitelist,
ScholarCloud redirects the traffic to bypass the GFW; otherwise, it
does not modify the traffic at all. Therefore, government agencies
can examine which legal services are defined by us, and request
that we alter the whitelist on demand.
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MEASUREMENT STUDY

In this section, we first introduce our user survey results to understand the common practices of accessing Google Scholar in China.
Next, we present our methodology for comparing different GFW circumvention techniques. Finally, we report the measurement results
as well as our analysis and insights.

4.1

Common Practices

To understand how Chinese scholars access Google Scholar, we
posted a survey through the bulletin board system (BBS) of Tsinghua University in July 2015, and received 371 results from faculty members and students. Most of the participants were not from
the departments of computer science or engineering. Note that
ScholarCloud had not been deployed in 2015, and thus was not an
option at the time of the survey. Figure 3 shows the distribution of
methods for accessing Google Scholar reported by the participants.
26% of the scholars reported bypassing the GFW and accessing
Google Scholar. Among them, 43% reported utilizing VPNs (93%
using native VPN and 7% using OpenVPN), 2% used Tor, 21% used
Shadowsocks, and the remaining 34% adopted other solutions (e.g.,
other web proxies such as Free Gate [10], or modifying their system’s hosts file). Therefore, our measurements focus on the four
most common solutions, as well as ScholarCloud (c.f., Figure 2).

4.2

Methodology

To comparatively study the performance of the five access methods in a fair manner, we conduct controlled benchmark experiments during Feb.–Apr., 2017. In all the experiments, the client is a
common laptop (ThinkPad T440s) located at Tsinghua University
(Beijing, China) inside CERNET (China Education and Research
Network). The client uses 64-bit Windows 8.1. Except for Tor, that
requires the dedicated Tor browser (version 6.5), we use the Chrome
web browser (version 56.0, 64-bit) to access Google Scholar. In all
cases, we automate the web browser to send HTTP requests for the
home page of Google Scholar every 60 sec, (hence two consecutive
accesses do not overlap) and each experiment lasts for a whole day.
On the server side, except for Tor where the remote servers are
assigned by the Tor network, we employ a VM server rented from

For All
Solutions

Figure 4: Detailed client-server interactions during the
whole HTTP session to access Google Scholar of the studied methods. Note that the four TCP connections (TCP 1–4)
are not present in all cases: TCP-1 (for user/password authentication) is only set up by Shadowsocks; TCP-2 (for HTTPS
redirection) only appears when the client sends an HTTP request rather than an HTTPS request; TCP-4 (for recording
the client’s IP and Google account) only appears when the
client accesses Google Scholar for the first time. TCP-3 (for
real Google Scholar data exchange) appears in all cases.

Aliyun ECS located at San Mateo, CA, USA. The server has a singlecore Intel Xeon CPU (2.3 GHz), 1 GB DDR3 memory, 50 GB HDD
disk storage, and an auto-scale Internet connection (with maximum
bandwidth of 100 Mbps). The server OS is 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04. For
ScholarCloud, we rent another VM to function as the domestic
proxy located in Tsinghua University with the same configuration.
In our experiments, different access methods exploit different
communication and encryption protocols. For native VPN, we use
the PPTP protocol based on pptpd 3 . For OpenVPN, we adopt the
layer-3 implementation, and use the Easy-RSA tool to create the
PKI certificates and keys. For Tor, we employ the latest meek obfuscation protocol for connecting to bridge servers. For Shadowsocks,
we encrypt the data connection between the proxy client and the
proxy server based on the AES-256-CFB implementation. Finally,
for ScholarCloud, we blind the messages using our custom scheme,
so as to maximize its robustness to the censorship of the GFW.

4.3

Measurement Results

We report measurement results from the perspectives of performance, robustness to blocking, and overhead. Specifically, we examine the following metrics:
• Page load time (PLT) denoting user-perceived web experience;
• Round trip time (RTT) representing network-level efficiency;
• Packet loss rate (PLT) indicating robustness to censorship;
• Client-side overhead: network traffic, CPU, and memory usages.
• Scalability illustrating how many requests a solution can simultaneously support without obvious performance degradation.
3 We

also tested with other VPN protocols (L2TP and IPSec) based on implementations
of xl2tpd, openswan, and ppp, and observed similar performance to PPTP.
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Figure 5: Performance and robustness of different access methods. The error bars show the max and min values observed.
To facilitate the analysis of measurement results, we plot in Figure 4
the interactions between the client and the server in the whole
HTTP session for an access to Google Scholar.
Page load time (PLT). As shown in Figure 5a, PLTs can be dramatically different when the page is loaded for the first time and
subsequent accesses. The former is much longer than the latter for
three main reasons. First, there is no local DNS cache when accessing a web page for the first time, so the DNS resolution procedure
must be performed. Second, there is no local content cache for the
web page, so the web client has to setup required data connections
to all the involved web servers to fetch corresponding content.
Third, the Google Scholar server needs to record the client’s IP
address and Google account, as demonstrated by the fourth TCP
connection (TCP 4) in Figure 4.
Tor has the largest initial PLT, since its connection setup process
involves interactions with multiple bridges and relays. The firsttime PLT (15 sec) is 5.4 times longer than the normal PLT (2.8 sec)
on average. In the worst case, the first-time PLT is close to 20 sec.
Native VPN and OpenVPN have similar normal PLTs between
1.2 and 1.5 sec, while Shadowsocks has much longer PLT (3.7 sec
on average). In order to understand the root cause, we delve into
the implementation of Shadowsocks at the source-code level [9].
We find that Shadowsocks imposes an extra TCP connection for
user/password authentication in the beginning of each HTTP session, as demonstrated by TCP 1 in Figure 4. Additionally, the default
configuration of keep-alive timeout in Shadowsocks is 10 sec, i.e.,
Shadowsocks reinitializes the authentication procedure if there is
no request passing through the connection in 10 sec. This makes
the communication more secure but considerably prolongs PLT.
Although ScholarCloud and Shadowsocks adopt a similar dualproxy architecture, the former’s PLTs (first-time 2.1 sec and subsequent 1.3 sec on average) are remarkably shorter than the latter’s for
two main reasons. First, ScholarCloud does not impose an extra TCP
connection for user/password authentication in each HTTP session. Second, ScholarCloud’s message blinding mechanism greatly
reduces the packet loss rate (see Figure 5c) which also influences
the PLT. As a result, ScholarCloud achieves short PLTs.
Round trip time (RTT). It is known that RTT is correlated to PLT.
In this section, we quantify the impact of RTT on PLT. According
to Figure 5b, RTT has stronger correlations with the first-time PLT
than the normal PLT. For example, Tor bears the longest first-time

PLT (15 sec in average) as well as the longest RTT (330 ms in
average). This can be explained by the fact that the first-time access
to a web page requires more round trips than subsequent accesses,
thus making RTT have larger influence on the first-time PLT.
Packet loss rate (PLR). As explained in §1, the GFW exploits a
variety of techniques for Internet censorship, including IP blocking,
DNS poisoning, URL filtering, packet filtering, and so forth. Many
of these techniques result in packet losses over the end-to-end
connection. Therefore, we use PLR as a key indicator of robustness
against the censorship of the GFW.
As illustrated in Figure 5c, Tor is severely impacted by the censorship of the GFW, with the highest PLR (4.4%) on average. Shadowsocks is also vulnerable to the censorship of the GFW with
the average PLR being 0.77%. In comparison, when using Tor or
Shadowsocks in the US to access Google Scholar, we observe that
the PLR usually stays below 0.1%. Over the past a few years, a
number of techniques specific to Tor and Shadowsocks have been
added into the GFW, such as deep packet inspestion and active
probing [17, 31, 49]. Therefore, we do not use these methods as the
building blocks of ScholarCloud.
Both native VPN and OpenVPN are robust to the censorship of
the GFW, with low PLR being around 0.2% on average, similar to
the PLR of accessing non-blocked US websites (e.g., Amazon) from
a web client in China. We do not build ScholarCloud upon VPN
because the government policies towards VPN keep changing in
China [35, 42]. On the other hand, ScholarCloud’s message blinding
achieves a similar PLR (0.22% on average) compared with VPN.
Client-side overhead. Figure 6 illustrates the client-side overhead of different access methods in terms of network traffic, CPU,
and memory, respectively. Compared with accessing non-blocked
web sites, bypassing GFW requires extra network traffic for tunneling, encrypting, or obfuscating the exchanged data. As indicated
in Figure 6a, during a direct access to Google Scholar from a web
browser in the US, the network traffic amounts to 19 KB on average (the dotted line). When bypassing the GFW to access Google
Scholar, OpenVPN adds the least traffic overhead (8 KB) while native VPN addes the most (14 KB). In general, none of the solutions,
including ScholarCloud, exhibit significant traffic overhead.
The CPU utilizations of the web browser and the extra client
software (if there is any) are listed in Figure 6b. Native VPN increases CPU utilization the least (3.07%) while Tor increases it the
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Figure 6: Client-side overhead of different access methods. The error bars show the max and min values observed.
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Figure 7: Scalability of each access method in terms of PLT.
most (3.62%). However, the increase percentage (18%) from 3.07%
to 3.62% is not remarkable. Also, the extra CPU cost brought by the
extra client software of OpenVPN and Shadowsocks is trivial.
For memory usage, as shown in Figure 6c, when the web browser
is running but not being really used to access those blocked web
content (“Before”), the Tor browser consumes nearly 70% more
memory than Chrome. Also, when the web browser is actually used
to access Google Scholar (“After”), native VPN consumes the least
extra memory usage (30 MB) while Tor consumes the most (90 MB).
The two observations consistently shows that the complication of
Tor leads to obviously larger memory consumption.
Scalability. Figure 7 shows the scalability of native VPN, OpenVPN, Shadowsocks, and ScholarCloud. We do not measure the
scalability of Tor because we are unable to control the Tor bridge
servers. Sepcifically, we use the average page load time (PLT) as the
major indicator of scalability as the number of concurrent clients
increases, because PLT is the most important user-perceived web
experience. We observer that Shadowsocks bears the worst scalability for its PLT sharply grows when the number of concurrent clients
exceeds 60. In contrast, the PLTs of native VPN, OpenVPN, and
ScholarCloud exhibit linear growth when there are more concurrent
clients. Among the three linear cases, OpenVPN and ScholarCloud
possess the best scalability with their PLTs growing gently.

5

RELATED WORK

After launching since 2000, the GFW has raised significant concerns.
There has been extensive work that attempts to understand the
blocking techniques adopted by the GFW and circumvent its censorship. As revealed by previous work, the GFW has deployed at least
four types of techniques to restrict the activities of Internet users in

China [53]: IP blocking [8, 54], DNS poisoning/hijacking [2, 3, 26],
keyword filtering [12, 41], and deep packet inspection [6, 7, 45]. It is
reported that 99% of the blocking behavior of the GFW occur at the
border routers between China and the US [2, 12], which motivates
the split-proxy architecture of ScholarCloud.
The deployment of Internet censorship systems has led to an everlasting arms race between blocking techniques and circumvention
approaches [15, 16, 19, 21–24, 27, 28, 47, 52]. Many circumvention
approaches that were once effective at bypassing the GFW are currently impaired by the GFW’s new blocking techniques. One such
example is Tor, which has become less effective after the GFW’s
deployed Deep Packet Inspection [17, 18, 25, 29, 31, 48–50]. In our
survey (§4.1), Tor is only used by 2% of surveyed users.
Our work is complementary to the aforementioned work. We
focus on helping users to access legal Internet services rather than
complete censorship circumvention. In China, many valuable and
beneficial Internet resources (e.g., Google Scholar) are incidentally
blocked. However, there has been little work on accessing these
legal Internet services along with censorship.

6

LIMITATION AND DISCUSSION

Despite its real-world deployment and sound performance, ScholarCloud has its limitations. Its user group is mainly composed of
China’s scholars, mostly faculties and students in certain universities. Also, it is used for whitelisted websites rather than all blocked
websites by the GFW. Hence, its proxy servers receive less traffic
and interact with fewer content providers compared with VPN, Tor,
and Shadowsocks. In addition, ScholarCloud is a web-based proxy
solution so it cannot help the users access those non-HTTP(S) content. Essentially, the web-based design strategy is a double-edge
sword—it greatly simplifies the configurations imposed on users,
while inevitably restricts the application scenarios.
ScholarCloud demonstrates a practical and sustainable approach
to help users access legal Internet services with the existence of
extreme censorship, complementary to the solutions that rely on
external services outside China. In addition, we hope that this
paper can help the community better understand China’s Internet
censorship ecosystem, which provides opportunities for designing
circumstance solutions to benefit a massive population of end users.
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